Contacts of branch Dealing of B.E.

All the B.E. students are hereby informed that they can send their queries/applications on the email: pussgrcbe@gmail.com, they are further advised to follow their applications with respective branch dealings (during office timings), contacts are as under:

- **CSE:** Mr. Chander Shekhar Sharma : 98887-34771
- **ECE:** Ms. Neha : 70096-53120
- **Mech:** Mr. Ajay Kumar : 98144-29067
- **IT:** Mr. Harish Kumar : 82838-14322

If the case is not resolved in two working days the following officials may be contacted:

- **Mr. Vikas Sharma, Sr. Asst.** : 84277-55707
- **Mr. Shiva Madan, O. Supdt.** : 90415-23566